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Looks beyond with love because there is
always a reason behind every action.
In this new year, let’s look at our childs’ progress with
a sharper microscope of love; where any small
progress of him/her become big in our eyes.
In this new year, let’s create a better learning
environment for them to excel beyond our
imagination.
In this new year, allow your child to intrigue you with
their exponential growth and progress.

With this, I would like to extend my very best wishes to
you all, a happy and healthy new year ahead. It is a
pleasure to see all of the children, parents, teachers
and staffs continuously progressing in their life!
Let’s ensure that each student will receive the best
and high learning experiences we collaborate and
work together.
Looking forward to a great year, filled with many new
opportunities and challenges to learning and growth,
let’s work together to make 2019 year an enjoyable
and rewarding experience for everyone.
My door is always open, and please do not hesitate
to contact me with any questions, concerns or some
positive feedback about our school and staff.
Warmest Regards,
Mr. Suryanto Lim
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HOW TO ORGANISE YOUR LIFE BEFORE SCHOOL STARTS
We’re about halfway through the school vacation now – how time has flown! You
might be busy with holiday plans, or trying not to think about all that the new year
or school term will bring.
Perhaps you’re hoping to be more prepared for the new year than you were for
this one. Such readiness cannot happen overnight, and you may be biting your
fingernails wondering where to begin to get a grip on things.
Here are 5 tips gleaned from seasoned mums on how you can get you life
organized to a tee before the new school year begins.

#1 Planning is the key to success
Does your family use a calendar? We’re not just talking about Google Cal. While
it’s great, young kids don’t have access to a phone, so this wouldn’t work for
them. Have a proper printed paper one placed in a central location in the house.
This allows everyone to see at a glance what the key events and daily schedules
look like, so that you’re all on the same page. Older children can be given the
responsibility of checking the schedule on their own, so they can plan in advance
for upcoming school tests or other events.
If your family schedule has been pretty much “go with the flow” on most days, you
might want to consider putting in fixed routines in place starting from now, so that
your family will be used to these expectations when the new year begins.
For example, just because the children don’t have to wake up for school during
the holidays doesn’t mean that you need to let them wake up any time they want
(read 12 noon). You could make 9 am the official morning call time, meaning that
if the kids are still in bed at 9 am, they get woken up to start the day ahead. Such
routines will help everyone to transition back to the school session timings when
regular programming resumes.

#2 Avoid over-scheduling
It can be tempting to fill every waking hour of the precious holidays with activities
to keep the kids occupied, but over-scheduling might wear you out too thin,
leaving you too exhausted to even begin planning and preparing for 2018. Be sure
to plan times of rest, especially during the festive season, so that everyone will be
healthy and in their best form to welcome the new year.
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Another tip from seasoned mums is to ease into the new year gradually.
Be kind to yourself, and your family. Lower your expectations of hitting the ground
running. Allow yourself space to get back into the swing of things. Don’t plan any
major family events e.g. moving house, or start new classes during the first 2-3
weeks of the new term.

#3 Do a thorough spring clean
Take a weekend – or perhaps a whole week – to eyeball every item around your
house and reduce the clutter. Ditch the unusable and donate the rest.
You’ll be surprised to discover how much junk we all have lying around, and being
greeted by a clean and spruced up home will do wonders for you feeling like
you’re ready to greet the challenges of the new year with a big smile. The Marie
Kondo method is a great way to start deculttering and organizing your home.
Once you have done so, you’ll know exactly how many of everything you already
own so that you don’t make any unnecessary purchases during the Christmas sales
or for the new year.
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#4 Take a break from social media
Whether during the holidays or the regular school term, your productivity in
carrying out your plans is probably often waylaid by time spent on social media.
Hands up if you’re guilty as charged like me.
The holidays are a good time to go on a social media fast, so that you nip the bad
habit of mindless scrolling down newsfeeds.
Less time spent on social media also means more time to spend connecting with
your family and friends. It’s a win-win situation for everyone.

#5 Find time-effective strategies that work for you
Depending on your family’s needs and routines, figure out ways to make the most
of every minute. In some cases, this might require you to make some lifestyle
changes, but the effort will be worth it in the long run.
For example, you could make it a rule to lay out the next day’s clothes every night
before bed, including school uniforms, so that there’s less of a rush on weekday
mornings. You could also pack lunch boxes for the kids the night before.
If eating is allowed in the car, pack breakfasts for the kids to eat on the way to
school, and give yourself that extra 15 minutes to sleep in the morning. And
whenever you cook for the family, try to cook a little extra to be saved for the next
meal.
You’ll be surprised how a little change can go a long way.
Try out some or all of these tips for yourselves, and you’ll be that much better
prepared for the new year.
All the best!
Source: https://thenewageparents.com/how-to-organise-your-life-before-school-starts/
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Write the vowel in the blank space below!
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Nursery song
The use of nursery song in Heguru class is to
help the kids to learn by using music, rhymes and
dance. Nursery song have a lot more to offer than
just entertainment value. They introduce children to
the idea of storytelling, promote social skills and boost
language development.
Introducing children to a variety of nursery
song can help them understand and learn about
different sounds. This is an important part of
developing those early learning skills. Listening to
different sounds helps them to be more aware with
their environment and surroundings. Nursery song also
provides children with the basics help in reading and
writing.
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LITERACY
• Name the body parts
• Name and feel different texture
• Phonics V, X, Y, Z.
•
KNOWLEDGE
• Learning body parts
• Finger activity (open and close bottle
lids)
• Focus and concentration (throwing
rings)

NUMERACY
• Long and short
• Counting 1-3 with object
• Preposition of “in” and “on”
MOTOR SKILLS
• Open and close bottle lids, door and
box
MEMORY
• ESP games (telepathy)
• Memorizing solid texture

LITERACY
• Maze of alphabet
• Tracing Letters
• Opposite words

NUMERACY
• Left and right position
• Counting 1dinosaurs (1-5)
• The least and the most

KNOWLEDGE
• Telephone function
• Type of animals
• Finger activity (putting rubber band)

MEMORY
• ESP game (psychometric)
• Memorizing big and small shapes

LITERACY
• Connecting words
• Synonym and antonym
• Naming insects
KNOWLEDGE
• Paper cup stacking
• Learning about plants

NUMERACY
• Counting with money

• Addition by 1
• Counting until 70
MOTOR SKILLS
Finger activity (tearing paper)
MEMORY
• Eye training
• Memory cards story
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Dates to Remember
1 January

New Year Day

7 January

Heguru office is opened

9,10,11,12 January

School resumes back as usual

Every Saturday at. 4.30 pm

Brain tour
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